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Art in a Global Curriculum

The Art in a Global Curriculum programme is a 

three-day programme led by Emma Bairstow, an 

experienced consultant for art in primary education. 

The sessions are designed to develop practical skills 

for the teaching of art alongside ideas for planning 

based on global curriculum themes. Planning support 

will focus on developing sequences of lessons, using a 

‘planning backwards’ approach to create high-quality 

outcomes.

These are hands-on sessions; participants will learn 

specific techniques through practical activities, with 

time to explore ways they could support learning 

around global curriculum themes including: 

sustainable development, social justice, peace and 

conflict, and identity and diversity. Time will also be 

dedicated to exploring artists whose work links to 

these themes.

All sessions are suitable for teachers, support staff and 

subject leaders looking to develop subject knowledge, 

art and design techniques, lesson planning and whole 

schools approaches to art within the curriculum.

Day 1: Developing Drawing and Painting Day

Day 2: Exploring Sculpture Day

Day 3: Printing and Textiles

Location: 

Online via Zoom 

Dates: 

• 31st March 2022
• 26th May 2022
• 7th July 2022

All sessions will run from 10.00am - 
12.30pm

Cost per session: £120 

Cost for all three sessions: £300

For further information and to book 

please contact: 

inspirelearning@inspirepartnership.co.uk 

I felt that it had the correct balance 

of practical and theory input. The 

planning element is something that I 

can use as a really useful framework 

immediately to review schools 

planning and progression.

- 2020/21 Participant
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The head of school and I both came out 

of the session feeling inspired and 

excited to put lots of these ideas into 

practice in our school. We already value art 

highly at our school but seeing such fantastic 

outcomes, artist examples, sketchbooks, 

displays and seeing how it could fit into our 

curriculum in more of a meaningful global 

context was really useful. We also loved the 

practical elements of the session and the 

advice and we will definitely be trying these 

out with our children. 
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